Alumni: Make Your Voices Heard

Would you be interested in being part of a Psi Chi alumni council that advises on activities and initiatives for our alumni members? To learn more, please fill out this form.

FROM THE FIELD

Forensic Psych and Becoming a Child Protection Specialist
Experience our new Alumni Career Insights series.

Malevolent Creativity: The Science of Evil Innovations
Do you think of creativity as inherently good? Think again!

The Conflict Over AP Psychology in Florida
Uncertainty causes significant turbulence for high schools.

GIVING
Support Students to Make an Impact
Because of the generosity of caring people like you, talented students like Savannah received transformative support through awards, grants, and scholarships.

As the next generation of Psi Chi members prepare to become psychology’s future leaders, please consider giving. More students are ready to study and share psychology in ways that further our understanding, deepen meaningful connections with others, and lead to healthier lives.

(See many more stories of talented future leaders.)

ALUMNI HOT LINKS

- Mentor Sign Up
- Find Jobs in Psychology
- Alumni Benefits

ADVERTISEMENTS

Holiday Clearance Sale: December 1–31
Save 25% on all apparel like our “Good Vibes” Long Sleeve T-Shirt or Black Heather ’29 Joggers. Discounts are automatically applied at checkout, so order fast on Dec. 1 before these items are gone for good. Happy shopping!

Call for APA Minority Fellowship Applications
The American Psychological Association’s new Leadership Development Institute (LDI) now offers a wide selection of fellowships to promote lasting success in psychology. See specific programs for professionals at the following levels: master’s, doctoral, postdoctoral and early career, and mid to advanced career.